Connected vehicles (CVs) have situational awareness that can be exploited for control and optimization of the powertrain system. While extensive studies have been carried out for energy efficiency improvement of CVs via eco-driving and planning, the implication of such technologies on the thermal responses of CVs (including those of the engine and aftertreatment systems) has not been fully investigated. One of the key challenges in leveraging connectivity for optimization-based thermal management of CVs is the relatively slow thermal dynamics, which necessitate the use of a long prediction horizon to achieve the best performance. Long-term prediction of the CV speed, unlike the short-range prediction based on vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) communications-based information, is difficult and error-prone.
INTRODUCTION
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are shown to have major potential in reducing fuel consumption and emissions [1] . To fully exploit the fuel economy potential of HEVs, extensive research have been put into design of energy management strategies (EMS) [2] [3] [4] [5] . The existing EMS exploit heuristic or optimization-based methods. The heuristic strategies typically rely on rule-based controllers and load leveling logic [6] , where usually no future driving information is needed. The optimization-based strategies, on the other hand, can be classified into two major groups: (i) offline approaches, e.g. Dynamic Programming (DP) [7, 8] and Pontryagin's Maximum Principle (PMP) [9] [10] [11] , and (ii) online approaches, e.g., model predictive controllers (MPC) [12] [13] [14] [15] and Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategies (ECMS) [16] .
Most of the existing studies on the EMS design are based on the assumption that the engine is operating at normal temperature, i.e., 70−90 o C [17] . However, engine thermal management strategies can significantly influence the fuel economy of HEVs [18] , especially at cold ambient temperatures. In cold weather, the engine temperature drops quickly when the vehicle operates in the electric mode (i.e., engine off) and the decreased temperature can degrade the engine performance once it is commanded to turn on. Furthermore, the cold engine and ambient temperatures affect the aftertreatment system leading to an interaction between fuel economy and emission reduction at low ambient temperatures [19] . Despite the considerable impact of engine, battery, and aftertreatment thermal management on the HEV fuel economy and efficiency, only a few references [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] have addressed integrated power and thermal management (iPTM) of HEVs.
The conventional EMS designed for HEVs at normal operating conditions can be extended to handle iPTM with additional thermal states. In [22] , influence of the coldstart on the fuel consumption was studied using DP. In [23] , a thermal state was considered reflecting the engine temperature and PMP was applied to a two-state model. DP is computationally demanding for multidimensional optimization problems, and thus is infeasible for real-time implementation. PMP-based approaches, on the other hand, significantly reduce the computational demand as compared to DP, and can be implemented online with real-time adaptation. PMP-based approaches are typically based on simplified models so that the costate of battery state-of-charge (SOC) is constant. However, extending this approach to include thermal states is difficult as the corresponding co-state is non-constant. Additionally, PMP-based approaches cannot easily handle hard state constraints. To address these challenges, online approaches have been proposed in previous studies for iPTM. An extended multi-state ECMS is proposed in [20] , which can satisfy the emission requirements and provide a sub-optimal solution for fuel consumption. Furthermore, an MPC scheme is developed in [21] to reduce catalyst light-off time with minimal impact on the fuel economy.
The main advantage of MPC is in its capacity for handling state and input constraints while approximating optimal feedback control laws. To facilitate MPC, the future vehicle speed prediction is beneficial. For a vehicle driving in a mixed and uncertain traffic environment, any prediction of the future speed is uncertain and this uncertainty can degrade the performance of MPC [25, 26] . Recently, with the advances in vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, more accurate vehicle speed prediction over a short prediction horizon has become possible [27] . Long-range vehicle speed prediction, however, is still difficult and uncertain. For iPTM of HEVs, the need to handle slow responding thermal dynamics calls for a long prediction horizon to achieve good performance. Since a long-term accurate vehicle speed preview is often not available, MPC for iPTM of HEVs is typically implemented with a short prediction horizon, which limits its energy saving.
In our previous study [28] , we developed a DP-based iPTM strategy with consideration of engine coolant and cabin heating demands for HEVs. Assuming an accurate prediction of the future vehicle speed, the DP-based iPTM illustrated the benefits of leveraging vehicle speed preview, when coordinating power and thermal states to optimize fuel economy subject to thermal demands. In this paper, we develop a new MPC-based approach for real-time iPTM, with consideration of engine coolant and aftertreatment systems for HEVs. In order to enhance the robustness of the MPC-based iPTM strategy against the uncertainties associated with vehicle speed forecasts, a multirange speed prediction and planning scheme is proposed in this paper. In this approach, both short-and long-range speed previews with different accuracies are leveraged.
The short-range speed prediction is obtained via V2I/V2V data. The long-range speed prediction is estimated based on analysis of historical traffic data collected from connected vehicles (CVs) driving along the same corridor as the ego-vehicle. Moreover, the proposed MPC strategy is implemented for a winter driving condition when the cabin heating demand is high. The objective of iPTM is to minimize the fuel consumption, while enforcing the power and thermal (engine coolant and catalytic converter temperatures) constraints, as well as satisfying the charge sustaining (SOC) requirement. Furthermore, simplified prediction models are required to predict the vehicle power and thermal dynamics for real-time optimization. To this end, control-oriented models of the engine and battery SOC are adopted from our previous work [28] , and a new control-oriented catalyst temperature model is developed and experimentally validated in this paper.
The main contributions of this paper are: (i) development and experimental validation of a control-oriented catalyst temperature model of a power-split HEV aftertreatment system, (ii) development of an MPC-based iPTM strategy to leverage a multi-range speed preview enabled by connectivity technology, and (iii) investigating the sensitivity of the MPC-based iPTM to long-term vehicle speed forecast errors. While the uncertainty in the vehicle speed prediction affects the iPTM results unfavorably, it is shown that an approximate knowledge of future vehicle speed that captures the main traffic events (e.g., stops and acceleration events) is sufficient to achieve fuel economy improvement of connected HEVs.
HEV POWER AND THERMAL SYSTEMS MODELING
The schematic of a power-split HEV with power and thermal loops is shown in Figure 1 . The traction power demand (P trac ) is provided by blending power from the internal combustion engine (P eng ) and electric battery (P bat ) through the power-split device (PSD). In the thermal loop, the coolant is used to regulate the engine temperature (T eng ). It is assumed that any combustion energy not converted to mechanical work is either transferred to the engine coolant, transferred to the catalyst, or leaves the system via the exhaust. The stored thermal energy in the coolant is released to the ambient (via the radiator and air convection), and to the cabin compartment (via the heater cores), depending on the cabin heating system demands and coolant temperature (T cl ). The thermal dynamics of the three-way catalytic converter (TWC) temperature (T cat ) is coupled with the engine power and thermal responses, and is dominated by the exhaust gas temperature and flow rate. To design an optimization-based iPTM strategy, simplified models capturing the HEV power and thermal dynamics associated with the battery SOC, T cl , and T cat are required. These models are introduced in the following subsections. 
BATTERY POWER-BALANCE MODEL
The battery contributes electrical power to satisfy the traction power demand for driving, i.e.,
where P eng is the engine mechanical output power determined by engine speed (ω e ) and torque (τ e ), which follow the optimal operating points line on which engine brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) is minimized. In addition to the traction power, the battery provides power to other auxiliary loads (P aux bat ) across the vehicle, e.g., HVAC system, engine coolant pump, etc. An equivalent circuit model is used to capture the SOC dynamics:
where P bat = P trac bat + P aux bat , and C bat , R int and U oc are the battery power, capacity, internal resistance, and opencircuit voltage, respectively. The battery SOC model in Eq. (2) has been validated against the data collected from an HEV in our previous work, see [28] for more details and validation results.
ENGINE COOLANT THERMAL MODEL
We developed and experimentally validated a controloriented model of the coolant temperature (T cl ) in our previous work [28, 29] . The structure of the model is shown below:
where M eng and C eng are the equivalent thermal mass and capacity of the engine cooling system, respectively. Additionally,Q f uel ,Q exh ,Q air andQ heat are the heat rate released in the combustion process, rejected in the exhaust, rejected by air convection and exchanged for cabin heating, respectively, see Figure. 1. In Eq. (3),Q f uel is calculated as a function of the fuel consumption rate (ṁ f uel ) and lower heating value (LHV ) of gasoline:
whereṁ f uel is modelled as a function of engine speed (ω e ), engine torque (τ e ) and engine coolant temperature:
in which f f uel (ω e , τ e ) is the nominal fuel consumption rate calculated according to the BSFC map and α(T cl ) is a correction multiplier introduced to reflect the impact of T cl . The function α(T cl ) can be found in Autonomie [30] software's thermal HEV model developed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), see [28] . Figure 2 shows the validation results of T cl model (Eq. (3)) using experimental data collected from the test HEV over highway ( 
CATALYTIC CONVERTER THERMAL MODEL
A control-oriented model for T cat is developed and experimentally validated. The data used for identification and validation of the proposed model are collected from a test power-split HEV, which is driven in Ann Arbor, MI. The TWC has highly nonlinear dynamics and its response varies depending on the operation modes of the combustion engine, i.e., on, off, idling. Such thermal behavior is difficult to be captured using a single control-oriented model. To this end, here, we propose a switching model to predict T cat during engine on and off modes. Note that we showed in our previous work [28] that the optimal operation of the power and thermal systems requires no engine idling, when there is no relatively long stop along the driving cycle. For the specific urban driving cycles considered in this paper, we do not model the TWC thermal response during engine idling, assuming that the engine will not idle if controlled through an optimization scheme. This assumption holds for the scenarios presented in the following sections.
The proposed switching T cat has the following form:
where V veh and T amb are the vehicle speed and the ambient temperature, respectively. When the engine is on, T cat is determined by heat convection, engine speed (ω e ) and torque (τ e ). The heat convection is proportional to the temperature difference between T cat and T amb with a vehicle speed dependent coefficient. Additionally, the linear and quadratic terms of engine torque and speed are used to represent the impact of engine operating condition. When the engine is off, the thermal behavior is dominated by the heat convection with ambient air. Note that the analysis of the experimental data revealed that β 1 in (6) can be identified as a constant with negligible dependency on the vehicle speed. As an example, Figure 3 -(c) shows that from t = 150 to 380 sec the engine is off while the vehicle speed varies in a large range. Despite these variations in the vehicle speed, Figure 3 -(c) confirms that the proposed T cat model with constant β 1 matches the experimental data well.
• Remark 1: the proposed T cat model in Eq. (6) contains both engine speed and torque terms as the experimental data used for identification of the model parameter are collected from a test vehicle in which the engine does not necessarily follow the optimal operating line (OOL). Although, the following controller implementation and simulations, we assume the engine follows the OOL, Eq. (6) may support future off-OOL studies.
The parameters of the T cat model in Eq. (6). i.e., α 1 , · · · , α 8 , β 1 , β 2 , are identified using constrained leastsquare approach. These parameters are listed in the Appendix. The identification and validation results are presented in Figure 3 , where subplots (a, b) show the data used for parameter identification, and (c, d, e, f ) present the model validation results. The data in Figure 3 is collected from the test vehicle while repeatedly driving the same route in Ann Arbor, MI. Each journey is subject to different traffic patterns, ambient temperatures and initial powertrain states. Datasets (a) and (b) were randomly selected for model calibration, while (c)-(f) were used as validation cases. Table 1 summarizes the proposed model's accuracy in terms of the average absolute error and standard deviation. Given that the TWC temperature predictions are made at t = 0 sec with known initial T cl,init , the validation results and Table 1 shows that the proposed model delivers acceptable prediction accuracy, with normalized average absolute error of 3.6% (c), 3.1% (d), 3.9% (e) and 1.2% (f ). Overall, our investigation showed that the impact of up to 4.0% normalized average absolute error on the controller performance is negligible, this has been considered as the "acceptable" accuracy.
MULTI-RANGE SPEED PREDICTION FOR CON-NECTED HEVS
As discussed in the introduction section, the slow dynamics of the thermal systems call for a relatively long pre- Figure 4 : The schematic of the multi-horizon ego-vehicle speed preview with short and long-range prediction horizons. The short-range speed prediction is based on V2X communication, while the long-term prediction is realized through analyzing the traffic data from connected vehicles (CV) traveling along the same route as the eco-vehicle. H r and H s denote receding and shrinking prediction horizons, respectively. diction horizon to achieve the best performance via the optimization-based strategies. Long-range vehicle speed predictions, however, are still error-prone. Nevertheless in [31] [32] [33] , it was shown that even an approximate knowledge of major traffic events and trends can be leveraged for slow responding thermal systems, e.g., battery thermal management and cabin air conditioning, for improving the energy efficiency.
In order to maximize the use of connectivity-enabled data from different resources, a multi-range speed prediction scheme is implemented for iPTM of connected HEVs. The speed prediction scheme is performed over both short and long horizons, as illustrated in Figure 4 :
• Short-range speed prediction: The short range (e.g. 5−20 sec ahead) is based on the V2I/V2V (V2X) communications available to the connected HEVs and is assumed to be highly accurate. It specifies vehicle speed values at a high resolution of δt 1 sec. • Long-range speed prediction: It is assumed that the long-range vehicle speed forecast beyond the short-range prediction window and till the end of the trip is available. This forecast is less accurate and specifies vehicle speed values at a low resolution of δt 2 sec.
The proposed multi-range speed prediction scheme is further discussed in the following subsections. Firstly, the short-range V2X-based speed prediction algorithm is briefly introduced. This algorithm is based on our previous work [32, 34] , in which eco-trajectory speed prediction and planning were developed for eco-driving. Secondly, a data classification algorithm is applied to the data collected from all the connected vehicles (CVs) driving along the same route as the ego-vehicle. This data classification allows for estimation of the average speed of the vehicle over a much longer horizon, as compared to the V2X-based speed predictions. It is assumed that the end of the trip can be predicted over the long prediction horizon. Thus, as the vehicle proceeds along the planned route, the time horizon-over which vehicle speed forecast is generated-is shrinking.
SHORT-RANGE SPEED PREDICTION VIA ECO-TRAJECTORY PLANNING
Over the short-range vehicle speed prediction window, it is assumed that the vehicle speed can be predicted accurately based on the V2X data. Moreover, in case of eco-driving, an eco-trajectory planning algorithm can be used to optimize the vehicle speed trajectory which the ego-vehicle will follow. In this eco-driving case, the vehicle is assumed to be able to accurately follow the planned speed trajectory. The eco-trajectory planning approach used in this paper, which is based on our previous works [32, 34] , accounts for queuing dynamics along congested corridors. In this framework, the eco-vehicle receives traffic signal and queue length information via V2I communications and generates a speed profile with the objective of minimizing energy consumption. The queue length is predicted based on the trajectories of connected vehicles inferred from Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) and from loop-detectors installed on the infrastructure side. The queuing process is modeled based on the shockwave profile model (SPM) [35] to provide a green window (i.e., the time interval during which an eco-driving vehicle can pass through a given intersection) for eco-driving trajectory planning. Our algorithm is able to predict the queuing dynamics and estimate the green window before the ecodriving vehicle's arrival at the intersection. The thereby planned vehicle speed trajectory for the ego-vehicle can be used as the vehicle speed forecast for iPTM.
The eco-trajectory planning algorithm is applied in microscopic traffic simulation software VISSIM [36] to a sixintersection corridor on Plymouth Rd. in Ann Arbor, MI, as shown in Figure 5 with the black circles denoting the location of the intersections. The stretch of the considered road segment is about 2.2 miles long and has two lanes in each direction. This stretch is one of the busiest local commuting routes, connecting US23 to the North Campus of the University of Michigan and downtown Ann Arbor. To calibrate the VISSIM simulation model and represent a congested traffic condition, real-world data have been collected during PM rush hour (4:00-5:00PM), including traffic volume, turning ratio, and traffic signal timing at each intersection. All the traffic signals and vehicles are programmed to broadcast signal status in real-time. These data are sent to the queuing profile algorithm for green window prediction, which is then used in the ecotrajectory planning algorithm, see [32, 34, 37] .
LONG-RANGE SPEED PREDICTION VIA TRAFFIC DATA MINING
For long-term speed prediction, we are specifically interested in the forecast of the major traffic events based on the current states of the vehicle, infrastructure, and traffic data. These major traffic events may include the average vehicle cruise speed between the intersections, relatively long stops, and significant acceleration events. Such long-range prediction could be realized by analysing extensive GPS-based position and velocity measurements from the vehicles travelling on the same route and estimate the average traffic flow speed [38, 39] . However, this approach may not accurately capture traffic patterns in city driving with congestion and multiple intersections.
In order to estimate the long-term speed trajectories, a data mining algorithm is used in this paper to analyze and classify the traffic data from the connected vehicles. For a city driving cycle, the traffic signals on arterial corridors greatly influence the traffic flow with the stop-and-go feature. Assuming that the traffic signal information is known a priori, the vehicle speed trajectories can be classified based on the signal timing plans. To this end, the VIS-SIM model for the same six-intersection corridor shown in Figure 5 is run and the trajectories of mixed traffic (1531 vehicles in total, 50 of which implement eco-driving) are collected over the course of four hours. Note that, while the majority of the vehicles do not implement eco-driving, all of them are connected and they can communicate their speed and position data. Next, a rule-based data classification algorithm is applied to the data collected from all the vehicles traveling on the same route as the egovehicle. These CVs speed data are categorized into 10 bins based on their arrival time at the first intersection shown in Figure 5 . One signal cycle of 100 sec, which begins with the signal turning red, is divided equally into 10 intervals and each interval consists of 10 sec corresponding to one bin. For example, if a vehicle arrives at the intersection 45 seconds after the signal turns to red, the vehicle is classified into bin #5.
• Remark 2: according to Figure 5 , the first intersection is close to the starting location of the trip. It is assumed that the first intersection is within the range of the V2I communication and the speed profile can be predicted accordingly over the short-range before arriving at the first intersection. By knowing the signal cycle at the first intersection and the predicted vehicle speed, the arrival time at the first intersection and the associated bin number of the vehicle can be pre- Figure 6 confirms that the applied data classification strategy can capture the major trends in the traffic flow. Since the vehicle classification is done only based on the arrival time at the first intersection, the speed variations increase spatially. It is noted that the speed variations are different in different bins. This means that depending on the arrival time at the first intersection, the long-range speed prediction of the egovehicle speed could be associated with small (e.g., bin #8) or large (e.g., bin #7) uncertainties. Since the longterm predictions are based on the arrival time at the first intersection, the uncertainty increases in all bins as the ego-vehicle approaches the following intersections.
• Remark 3: the traffic signals along the Plymouth corridor are assumed to be coordinated, meaning all the signals have a common cycle length but different offsets. The speed variations (e.g., stops and stop time) change gradually across bins. For example, the vehicle stops at the first intersection in Bin #1 for around 20 sec between t = 20 − 40 sec, but it stops for a shorter time in Bin #2 (only stops for a few seconds). Then the vehicle does not need to stop in Bin #3, and it only slows down. Starting from Bin #4, the vehicle does not need to slow down anymore at the first intersection. The same trend happens at the follow-ing intersections. Due to this coordination, the number of signal patterns that a vehicle can experience is limited; this is why speed profiles in certain bins (Figures 6) are similar.
• Remark 4: at the beginning of the trip, the prediction of the end time may be different from the actual trip end time. However, as the vehicle approaches the end of the actual trip, the vehicle speed can be predicted more accurately, which helps to estimate the actual trip end time. Since the MPC knows the actual end time of the trip, it is able to enforce the SOC charge sustaining constraint.
IPTM OF HEV VIA MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
In order to leverage the multi-range speed prediction strategy developed in the previous section, an MPC-based approach is designed in this section. The objective of the iPTM strategy is to minimize the total trip fuel consumption while enforcing the power and thermal constraints (i.e., SOC, T cl , T cat limits) and meeting the traction and cabin heating demands. The multi-range speed preview calls for a multi-horizon optimization framework that can use the vehicle speed prediction with different resolutions over different prediction horizons. To this end, a multi-horizon MPC is formulated with the same multi-range prediction horizon shown in Figure 4 .
We consider an MPC with an economic cost function defined over multiple horizons with battery power, P bat = P trac bat + P aux bat , being the optimization variable:
subject to:
T min cat ≤ T cat (k),
where k = {i, j}, H r is the short moving (receding) horizon (see Figure 4 ), t indicates the current time, and t end is the final time of the trip. In order to reduce the computation time, the prediction horizon is sampled with different resolutions, i.e., δt 1 = 1 sec and δt 2 = 10 sec. Similarly, the predictive models of SOC (Eq. (2)), T cl (Eq. (3)), and T cat (Eq. 6) are discretized with discretization steps of δt 1 = 1 sec over the short prediction horizon, and δt 2 = 10 sec over the long prediction horizon. In Eq. (10), the minimum TWC temperature, denoted by T min cat , is defined according to the catalyst light-off temperature of 250 o C [29, 40] . If T cat ≥ 250 o C, the MPC enforces this limit as a hard constraint to guarantee T cat,init does not drop to below the light-off temperature. For this study, the terminal SOC is allowed to vary within ±1% of the starting SOC (SOC init ) to increase the likelihood of finding a feasible solution. To this end, the hard charge sustainability constraint in Eq. (12) is slightly relaxed as follows:
Once the MPC optimization problem is solved numerically, the control input at t is commanded to the system, and the receding horizon is shifted by one time step (δt 1 ) and the long-range horizon shrinks accordingly. In this paper, we use MPCTools [41] package for formulating the MPC optimization problem and for solving it numerically.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Two different scenarios are considered. In the first scenario (Scenario I), eco-driving is not considered and all the vehicles are assumed to meet the human driver demand, i.e., perform normal driving. The vehicles are still connected, i.e., they broadcast their position and speed information. Furthermore, it is assumed that a high accuracy short horizon speed prediction is available to the ego-vehicle. Over the longer horizon, the data-driven algorithm shown in Figure 4 is utilized. For this scenario, MPC is implemented and fuel saving benefits are evaluated. In the second scenario (Scenario II), eco-driving is considered, and the associated benefits are studied with the iPTM strategy. The eco-trajectory speed planning and long-range speed prediction are as previously discussed and shown in Figure 4 . In all simulated cases, it is assumed that the engine and the TWC are warmed-up, i.e., the cold-start phase is not considered. To this end, the following initial conditions are selected: SOC init = 0.6, T min cl = 50 o C, and T min cat = 250 o C. The MPC is implemented on a desktop computer with an Intel R Core i7-8700@3.2 GHz processor. The worst case computational time in this study was 0.8 sec per iteration, observed at the beginning of a trip, where the overall prediction horizon is the longest.
SCENARIO I: MPC-BASED IPTM WITH NORMAL DRIVING
In order to evaluate the performance and demonstrate the benefits of the proposed MPC-based iPTM of connected HEVs, two ego-vehicles belonging to bin #7 and #8 travelling over the Plymouth Rd. corridor shown in Figure 5 , are considered. A rule-based power-split strategy with a load leveling [6] and additional thermal control logics is implemented as the baseline. Particularly, the rule-based controller commands the engine to idle, if it is off, when T cl ≤ 50 o C or T cat ≤ 250 o C. The threshold number of T cl is derived from the experimental data, while the thermal logic for the catalyst is adopted from literature [42] .
Three cases are considered as follows: In all these cases the vehicles drive normally in response to the human driver demand, i.e., their speeds are not optimized. For the MPC-based power split strategy, first, it is assumed that the entire driving cycle is known a priori (Case B). Then, this assumption is relaxed by replacing the exact speed preview with the long-term speed prediction realized through traffic data analysis (Case C). These long terms speed predictions are shown in Figures 8-(a) and 9-(a) for ego-vehicles in bin #7 and #8, respectively. Furthermore, in Cases B and C, H r = 5 sec, δt 1 = 1 sec, and δt 2 = 10 sec. Figure 7 summarizes the fuel consumption results of these three cases for both ego-vehicles. Figure 7 shows that, compared to the rule-based controller, 2.3% (ego-vehicle in bin #7) and 3.1% (ego-vehicle in bin #8) fuel savings can be achieved using the MPCbased iPTM with exact speed preview. In the presence of speed prediction uncertainty (Case C), while the fuel saving result for the ego-vehicle in bin #8 is not affected, it increases for the ego-vehicle in bin #7, leading to a marginal energy saving of 0.8% when comparing to Case A. This is because, as shown in Figures 8-(a) and 9-(a) , the longterm speed preview in bin #7 is associated with larger variations, consequently affecting the MPC performance unfavorably. Note that for the ego-vehicle in bin #7, not only the speed preview is highly uncertain, but the picked vehicle from this bin is also an outlier, see Figure 8 -(a). show that the SOC trajectories with MPC for power-split is very different compared to the ones from the rule-based controller. By using MPC, during the first 50 − 60 sec, the battery is charged up to its maximum limit (0.8). The reason for this strategy is thermal dynamics and the coupling between thermal and power systems. In particular, in order to enforce the thermal constraints and avoid engine idling during the vehicle stops, the MPC increases the coolant and catalyst temperatures at the beginning by running the engine at higher load. Since the generated engine power during this period is exceeding the traction power demand, the rest of the engine power is stored in the battery. Note that the power trajectories from the MPC with uncertain preview are very similar to those resulted with exact speed preview. This shows that an approximate knowledge of the long-range vehicle speed is beneficial to improve the fuel economy.
While the MPC, in all cases, has enforced the thermal constraints on T cl (Figures 8-(c) and 9-(c)) and T cat (Figures 8-(d) and 9-(d) ), it is observed in all cases that T cl and T cat resulted by the rule-based controller are higher at the end of the driving cycle. This shows the benefit of preview information, which the MPC is able to effectively leverage by pre-heating the coolant and catalyst early in the drive. With the energy stored in the battery, MPC allows T cl and T cat to drop within the constraints over the next segment of the trip, using less fuel to run the engine. Figure 10 confirms this observation, where it is shown that the engine on time is reduced by up to 50%. Figure 10 also shows that the engine usage for the MPC with uncertain preview (Case C) is slightly higher, as compared to MPC with exact preview (Case B). By coordinating the power and thermal systems effectively, the MPC-based iPTM approach allows the vehicle to operate in electric mode (EV) more often, specifically over the second half of the trip. Figure 10 :
The ratio of the total engine on time to the overall trip time for (a) ego-vehicle in bin #7, (b) ego-vehicle in bin #8.
H r = 5 (5 sec), eco-driving is not considered.
SCENARIO II: MPC-BASED IPTM WITH ECO-DRIVING
The benefits of applying the proposed iPTM strategy was studied in the previous section. In this section, eco-driving is also considered, and the associated benefits will be evaluated sequentially along with the MPC-based powersplit approach. To this end, four cases are considered as follows:
• Case I: Normal driving + rule-based power-split,
• Case II: Eco-driving + rule-based power-split,
• Case III: Eco-driving + MPC-based power-split with long-range accurate speed preview,
• Case IV: Eco-driving + MPC-based power-split with uncertain (estimated) long-range speed preview,
In Case II, while the power-split logic is the same as the rule-based one used in Case I, both ego-vehicles follow the planned eco-trajectories (i.e., they perform ecodriving) based on the strategy described earlier in the speed planning and prediction section. In Case III and IV, similar to Case II, both ego-vehicles implement ecodriving and the power-split logic is also based on the MPC presented in Eq. (7) . The receding horizon H r and update rate δt 1 and δt 2 are the same as Scenario I.
The fuel consumption results of these four cases for the two considered ego-vehicles are summarized in Figure 11 . By comparing Case I to II, it can be seen that a significant (9.5% for the vehicle in bin #7 and 10.3% for the one in bin #8) reduction on the fuel consumption can be achieved through eco-driving. Once the MPC-based iPTM strategy is implemented (Case III), Figure 11 shows that the fuel consumption is further reduced by 2.4% on average, as compared to Case II. These fuel saving results, however, are not realistic as Case III assumes the long-range speed previews are accurate. Once the ideal speed previews are replaced with those estimated ones (Case IV), an increase in the fuel consumption is observed for both ego-vehicles compared to Case III. For the ego-vehicle in bin #7, the fuel consumption of Case IV increases by 1.5% comparing to Case III. On the other had, this increase in the fuel consumption for the second ego-vehicle in bin #8 in only 0.3%. The different impact of the speed uncertainty on the fuel economy can be explained according to the speed variations in bins #7 and #8 as shown in Figure 6 . The speed trajectories of these ego-vehicles are also shown in Figures. 12-(a) and 13-(a). As the uncertainty in the long-range vehicle speed prediction is higher for the ego-vehicle in bin #7, as compared to the ego-vehicle in bin #8, the uncertainty impact on the fuel economy is more pronounced in bin #7 when comparing Cases III and IV. The most notable difference in the ego-vehicles trajectories is the SOC (Figures 12-(b) and 13-(b)) from Cases III and IV, as compared to the ones from Cases I and II. Due to the different battery charge/discharge strategy from the MPC-based approach, which means different operating conditions for the engine, the thermal responses (T cat , T cl ) are also different. Compared to the rule-based power-split logic, SOC of MPC-based logic varies in a much broader range, meaning the battery is used in a more aggressive way. For both ego-vehicles, SOC rises to its upper constraint (0.8) in the first 50 sec of the trip, while T cl rises to about 60 o C.The low temperature degradation of the engine performance disappears when the coolant temperature reaches to around 60 o C [17, 28] . The MPC's knowledge of trip length and projected conditions allow it to drive T cl to the higher efficiency region faster than the rule-based controller that is designed to operate without preview information. Moreover, with battery charged sufficiently and coolant at high temperature, enough electrical and thermal energies are stored for traction and heating demands. Thereby, the MPC-based iPTM strategy lets the vehicle operate in the EV mode over the second half of the trip. Since, the speed preview is not leveraged for Cases I and II with the rule-based power-split controller, the engine and the battery are used less efficiently, leading to higher coolant and TWC temperatures at the end of the trip. This means that extra thermal energy is generated by the engine in Cases I and II, which are wasted eventually.
The ratio of the total engine on time to the overall trip time is calculated from Cases I to IV, and the results are shown in Figure. 14. It can be seen that compared with Cases I and II, the proposed iPTM strategy (Cases III and IV) cuts the engine usage by half, approximately, even with an estimated long-range speed preview (Case IV). 
IMPACT OF SHORT-RANGE PREDICTION HORIZON ON THE FUEL ECONOMY
As discussed in the previous sections, the long-range speed prediction uncertainty has a direct impact on the MPC-based iPTM results according to Figures 7 and 11 . This impact is larger especially for the ego-vehicle in bin #7 with higher speed variations ( Figure 6 ). As can be seen from Figure 11 -(a), Case IV leads to a fuel consumption that is higher than Case III by 1.5%, and only slightly lower than Case II by 0.7%, meaning that the uncertainty in the long-range speed significantly degrades the MPC performance. In this section, we focus on the short-range prediction horizon and investigate the impact of this moving horizon length (H r ) on the fuel economy results of the MPC strategy. Figure. 15 shows the results of increasing H r from 5 (5 sec) to 20 (20 sec) for Cases III and IV while all other parameters remain the same, i.e., T cl,init = 50 o C, T cat,init = 250 o C. Note that over the short-range moving horizon H r , it is still assumed that the vehicle speed can be predicted accurately. As a reminder, in Case III, the entire driving cycle is assumed to be known a priori. As shown in Figure. 15, extending H r further improves the fuel economy of Case IV, and delivers results close to Case III (i.e., the benchmark case). This observation applied even to the ego-vehicle in bin #7, which is imposed to large long-range speed prediction uncertainty. The MPC-based iPTM approach leverages the speed preview over both short and long prediction horizons to fully utilize the battery and optimize the thermal responses of the engine and the catalytic converter. While a relatively long prediction horizon is required for planning the thermal and energy states (SOC, T cl , T cat ), our analysis shows that an approximate estimation of the long-range vehicle speed can serve the purpose. At the same time, Figure 15 shows that extending the high-resolution short prediction horizon (H r ) can further enhance the fuel economy of the connected HEVs. This observation can be explained according the the specific information available over H r at faster update rate of δt 1 = 1 sec. The MPC-based powersplit logic drives the battery SOC to its upper constraint. This SOC upper constraint, in this paper, is enforced as a hard constraint, meaning its violation is not tolerated. While SOC is evolving close to its limit with a short H r , if any braking event occurs, the battery is not able to recapture this free energy through regenerative braking. This is because SOC is already at its limit and any battery charging exceeding the battery power demand leads to SOC upper constraint violations. With a longer H r , however, the battery has enough lead time to discharge early on and create enough charging capacity prior to the breaking event.
Overall, for the Plymouth Rd. corridor shown in Figure 5 , the MPC-based iPTM divides the trip into three stages. In the first stage, the SOC reaches its upper constraint, and T cl and T cat increase to improve the engine efficiency. In the second stage, SOC evolves close to its upper constraint. Finally, in the third stage and according to the acquired knowledge from the historic data about the rest of the trip, vehicle drives primarily in EV mode as SOC, T cl and T cat decrease within the constraints. Such an iPTM strategy, combined with eco-driving which mainly reduces the traction power losses, results in 11 − 12% fuel saving, on average, compared with the baseline case with normal driving and rule-based power-split controller.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented an optimization framework for integrated power and thermal management (iPTM) of connected HEVs based on model predictive control (MPC). The proposed iPTM strategy is based on a multi-range vehicle speed prediction and planning scheme, which includes short-and long-range speed previews. The short-range speed prediction is realized through V2X-based ecotrajectory speed planning for connected vehicles (CVs) for eco-driving. The long-range speed preview, on the other had, is estimated by analyzing the traffic data collected from the CVs travelling over the same corridor as the target ego-vehicle. This multi-range speed prediction strategy was applied to an arterial corridor in Ann Arbor, MI, modelled in VISSIM. In order to evaluate the performance of the MPC-based iPTM strategy, a power-split HEV model, with experimentally validated battery SOC, engine coolant temperature, and three-way catalytic converted temperature models, was used.
The results of implementing the iPTM framework combined with eco-driving, in comparison with a baseline scenario with a rule-based power-split logic, showed that:
• assuming the entire driving cycle is known a priori, the optimization approach for power-split control provides an energy saving of up to 2.7% (without ecodriving) and 2.4% (with eco-driving). • eco-driving reduces fuel consumption by 9.5 − 10.3% through vehicle speed optimization and reducing traction power losses. • the uncertainty in long-term speed prediction can significantly impact the performance of the iPTM. The data mining approached helped to generate longrange speed preview with relatively low variations, resulting in a robust MPC performance. For those cases with uncertain preview, the MPC showed only marginal improvements. • the iPTM strategy coordinated the power and thermal loops efficiently, leading to a major decrease in the engine use time by up to 50%.
Future works will focus on improving the robustness of the iPTM strategy, and applying advanced data classification algorithms to further enhance the long-range vehicle speed prediction accuracy. This process will involve studying iPTM performance over drive cycles with longer distances. Moreover, the cold-start operation of the engine, which can significantly alter the powertrain behaviours, was not considered in this study. In our future investigations, we will consider the engine cold start phase with an enhanced model which is able to accommodate cold-start characteristic. 
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